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Objectives:	Law	enforcement	and	military	personnel	use	electronic	control	devices	to	control	non-
compliant	and	actively	resistive	subjects.	The	TASER®	Shockwave	is	a	new	electronic	control	device	
designed	specifically	as	an	area	denial	device	capable	of	delivering	multiple	simultaneous	discharges.	
This	is	the	first	study	to	examine	the	effects	of	multiple	simultaneous	device	discharges	in	humans.

Methods:	Volunteers	were	exposed	to	multiple	(two	to	three),	simultaneous	5-second	discharges	
from	the	Shockwave	device	to	the	chest,	back,	chest	to	abdomen,	or	thighs.	Blood	was	analyzed	
before	and	after	discharge	for	pH,	lactate,	potassium,	creatine	kinase	(CK),	and	troponin.	Continuous	
spirometry	was	performed	before,	during,	and	after	the	discharge.	In	addition,	electrocardiograms	
(ECGs)	before	and	after	discharge	were	recorded,	and	echocardiography	was	used	to	determine	the	
rhythm	during	discharge.

Results:	Small	elevations	of	lactate	occurred.	Moderate	increases	in	CK	at	24	hours	occurred	and	
appeared	to	be	related	to	the	number	of	simultaneous	discharges.	There	was	a	trend	to	a	decrease	
in	minute	ventilation	in	the	volunteers	exposed	to	two	simultaneous	discharges,	but	it	did	not	reach	
statistical	significance.	ECG	changes	only	reflected	an	increase	in	vagal	tone,	and	there	was	no	
evidence	of	capture	by	echocardiography.	Five-second,	simultaneous,	multiple	exposures	to	the	
TASER	Shockwave	device	were	reasonably	tolerated	by	our	human	volunteers.

Conclusion:	Our	study	suggests	that	this	device	may	have	a	reasonable	risk/benefit	ratio	when	used	
to	protect	an	area	from	a	threat.	[West	J	Emerg	Med.	2010;	11(1):49-56].

INTRODUCTION
Law enforcement and military personnel use electronic 

control devices to control non-compliant and actively resistive 
subjects. The TASER® X26 is the most commonly used 
handheld electronic control device. It fires two nitrogen-
propelled probes up to 25 feet to cause incapacitation of the 
target.

The TASER® Shockwave is a new electronic control 
device designed specifically as an area denial device. It 
operates as a remotely triggered stationary platform that 
deploys multiple standard TASER cartridges (the same 

cartridges used in the TASER X26) to saturate an area and 
immobilize multiple subjects or a moving single subject. 
As with other electronic control devices, the probes deliver 
a charge that stimulates the motor neurons, which causes 
involuntary sub-tetanic muscle contraction and subject 
incapacitation. The charge is delivered for five seconds, and 
can be repeated multiple times. This device is available to 
law enforcement and military authorities to prevent unwanted 
persons from entering protected areas. The human physiologic 
effects of the TASER X26 have been previously studied, 
but this is the first study to examine the effects of multiple, 
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simultaneous device discharges.

METHODS
This was a prospective, observational study of human 

subjects. The subjects were a convenience sample of law 
enforcement officers receiving an exposure as part of a 
TASER training course. The local institutional review 
committee approved the study. Subjects provided informed 
consent and completed a medical screening questionnaire 
that was reviewed by a study physician. The questionnaire 
was used to collect demographic data such as age, height 
and weight, past medical history, and current medications. 
There were no specific exclusion criteria, but all subjects had 
to be at full duty status with their agencies. In addition, the 
ultimate safety of the subjects was the responsibility of the 
supervising physician on that study day and that physician 
could exclude subjects based on a review of their medical 
questionnaire. Advanced age or orthopedic problems that 
could make the subject unnecessarily at risk from the muscle 
contractions could have been reasons for exclusion, as well 
as recent cardiovascular events. Any subjects excluded and 
the reason for exclusion would be declared. Subjects were 
given a TASER X26, donated by TASER International, as 
compensation for their participation.

Human volunteers were exposed to multiple (two to 
three), simultaneous 5-second discharges from the Shockwave 
device as determined by the training instructors. The 
conductive wires were taped into conducting gel on the skin 
surface. To simulate field conditions where subjects are 5-10 
feet from the device placed on level ground, the training 
instructors decided to do four types of exposures with a 6-10 
inch horizontal spread between pairs of electrodes and a 9-18 
inch vertical spread between the top and bottom electrodes in 
a pair:

•	 Chest to abdominal area – Three simultaneous 
devices and a smaller spread between pairs of 
electrodes (simulating close distance to the device 
when it is activated)

•	 Thigh – Two simultaneous devices and a smaller 
spread between pairs of electrodes (simulating close 
distance and the likelihood that the probes fired from 
the middle cartridge would miss due to separation 
between the legs)

•	 Chest – Two simultaneous devices and a larger spread 
between pairs of electrodes (to simulate the expected 
dispersion at a farther distance)

•	 Back – Two simultaneous devices and a larger spread 
between pairs of electrodes (to simulate the expected 
dispersion at a farther distance)

Blood was drawn before, immediately after (within 1-2 
minutes), and at 24 hours post exposure, and was analyzed 
for pH, lactate, potassium, and troponin on the Abbott Point-
of-Care i-STAT® (East Windsor, NJ). Creatine kinase (CK) 

values were also determined by LabCorp independent testing 
(Scottsdale, AZ). A breath-by-breath analyzer was used to 
collect continuous respiratory data (Med Graphics CPX 
Ultima®, Minneapolis, MN). Electrocardiograms (ECGs) 
were measured before and immediately (within one minute) 
after the exposures (Welch Allyn Cardio-perfect System®, 
Skaneateles Falls, NY). A blinded cardiologist read the ECGs. 

In a convenience sample (based on the availability 
of the echocardiographer), a non-blinded emergency 
physician expert in ultrasonography performed limited 
echocardiography using a Sonosite (Bothell, WA) M-Turbo 
portable ultrasound device with a P21x 5-1 MHz 21-mm 
broadbandphased array probe. Heart rate and rhythm 
were obtained before, during, and after the exposure. The 
echocardiographer kept the probe in place continuously so the 
heart could be observed immediately before and immediately 
after the exposure, although pre-exposure heart rates were 
recorded in the minute before the exposure, the heart rates 
during the exposure were recorded at the end of the 5-second 
exposure, and the post-exposure heart rates were recorded 
in the minute after exposure. E and A waves viewed in the 
continuous M-mode, using the parasternal long axis view 
through the anterior leaflet of the mitral valve, were used as 
evidence for sinus rhythm. The E wave corresponds to the 
mitral valve opening with passive filling of the left ventricle. 
The A wave corresponds to the mitral valve opening with 
atrial contraction. 

Subjects had percentage of body fat measured by a 
commercial skin resistance analyzer (Omron Fat Loss Monitor 
HBF-306, Omron Healthcare, Inc., Bannockburn, Illinois). 
Subjects also had blood pressure and heart rate measured 
before and immediately (within 1-2 minutes) after the 
exposure (Nonin 2120, Nonin Medical, Inc., Plymouth, MN). 
Subjects were told not to engage in physical exertion for 48 
hours before exposure and until after the final blood draw at 
24 hours post exposure.

Data were entered into an Excel spreadsheet (Microsoft 
Corp, Redmond, WA) and exported into STATA 10.0 (Stata 
Corp, College Station, TX). Descriptive statistics were used 
where appropriate. Laboratory values were compared to 
baseline using Wilcoxon Sign Rank tests. Values between the 
2- and 3-exposure groups were compared using Wilcoxon rank 
sum tests.

RESULTS
Sixteen subjects were enrolled: 13 males and 3 females. 

No subject was excluded based on review of his or her 
medical screening questionnaire. 

Eight subjects received two simultaneous exposures; three 
of these had chest exposures with 15-18 inch vertical spreads 
and 10-inch horizontal spreads of electrodes, and three had 
back exposures with 14-18 inch vertical spreads and 9-10 inch 
horizontal spreads of electrodes. The remaining two had thigh 
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Table 1.	Demographics

Subject Exposures Location Age Sex Body Fat % BMI PMH Medications
1 3 C-A 48 M 22.0 28.0 none none
2 3 C-A 32 M 25.1 30.5 none none
3 3 C-A 22 M 35.0 36.8 none none
4 2 thighs 24 F 36.0 27.2 depression paroxetine
5 2 thighs 27 F 35.1 28.9 orthopedic	surgery OCP
6 3 C-A 26 M 34.1 40.5 orthopedic	surgery none
7 2 back 57 M 14.0 21.5 orthopedic	surgery none
8 2 back 34 M 21.6 27.2 hernia	repair none
9 2 back 34 M 25.8 18.8 allergies loratadine
10 2 chest 38 M 27.5 31.2 orthopedic	surgery,	

GERD
esomeprazole,
hydrocodone

11 2 chest 25 F 39.6 34.2 orthopedic	surgery none
12 2 chest 21 M 21.7 29.5 orthopedic	surgery none
13 3 C-A 39 M 16.8 24.4 vasectomy none
14 3 C-A 19 M 17.0 23.1 spontaneous	pneumo-

thorax,	asthma
albuterol

15 3 C-A 37 M 22.7 27.8 orthopedic	surgery amoxicillin
16 3 C-A 39 M 18.5 24.3 hypothyroidism levothyroxine

BMI, body	mass	index;	PMH, past	medical	history;	C-A,	chest	to	abdomen;	M,	male;	F,	female;	OCP,	oral	contraceptive	pills;	GERD, 
gastroesophageal	reflux	disease;	

Table 2.	Blood	results

Pre 2 v. 3 p 
(Wilcoxon 
rank sum)

Post p=
(Wilcoxon 
sign rank)

2 v. 3 p 
(Wilcoxon 
rank sum)

24 Hour p=
(wilcoxon 
sign rank)

2 v. 3 p 
(wilcoxon 
rank sum)

Two	Probe	Pairs
Lactate(median,	range)	
mmol/L

1.05,
0.66-2.88

0.44 3.49,
1.41-4.49

0.03 0.06 1.34,
0.86-2.30

0.75 0.12

pH(median,	range) 7.35,
7.29-7.40

0.49 7.33,
7.27-7.38

0.24 0.008 7.35,
7.33-7.40

0.18 0.999

K(median,	range)
mmol/L

4.0,
3.7-4.3

0.19 4.0,
3.7-4.3

0.865 0.09 4.15,
4.0-4.4

0.02 0.08

Total	creatine	kinase	
(median,	range)	ng/mL

130,
39-1956

0.35 137,
36-1940

0.15 0.42 508,
41-902

0.34 0.20

Troponin	(median,	range)
ng/mL

0.0,
0.0-	0.02

0.0,
0-0.02

0,
0-0.01

Three	Probe	Pairs
Lactate	(median,	range)	
mmol/L

1.81,
0.64-2.24

2.74,
0.95-3.78

0.09 1.72,
1.39-2.15

0.35

pH(median,	range) 7.36,
7.30-7.46

7.38,
7.30-7.41

0.61 7.36,
7.33-7.39

0.35

K(median,	range)
mmol/L

3.85,
3.4-4.5

3.6,
3.0-4.3

0.397 3.95,
3.8-4.7

0.02

Total	creatine	kinase	
(median,	range)	ng/mL

173,
130-392

173,
129-380

0.06 1016,
158-2482

0.03

Troponin	(median,	range)	
ng/mL

0.0,
0.0-	0.02

0.0,
0.0-	0.02

0.0,
0.0-0.01
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exposures with 9-inch vertical spreads on each thigh. 
Eight subjects received three simultaneous exposures on the 

lower chest (five inches below the nipple line) to lower abdomen 
with 9-inch vertical spreads and 6-inch horizontal spreads 
between electrodes. 

The mean age of all subjects was 33 (range 19-57). The 
mean body mass index (based on stated heights and weights) was 
27.9 (range 18.8-40.5). The mean percentage body fat was 23.9 

(range 13-39.6). Demographics of the subjects are presented in 
Table 1. Other than some minor muscle soreness, there were no 
adverse outcomes reported. Several subjects even engaged in 
exercise routines that same day or the next day (compliance was 
variable for the physical exertion requirement: subjects 8, 9, 11, 
and 16 exercised moderately both the day of the exposure and the 
day after, prior to the repeat testing). 

The blood results are presented in Table 2. No statistically 
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Table 3.	Breathing	results

Pre 2 v. 3 p During p= 2 v. 3 p Post p= 2 v. 3 p
Two	Probe	Pairs

RR	–	(median,	range)	
Breaths	per	minute

13.5,
10-16

0.5 12,
0-71

0.6 0.24 17.5,
13-22

0.01 0.33

TV	(median,	range)	
Liters	(L)

0.775,
0.35-1.05

0.05 0.71,
0.40-1.49

0.86 0.05 0.98,
0.53-1.11

0.012 0.25

MV	(median,	range)	
L/minute

15.6,
11.6-18.2

0.71 10.8,
6.4-28.5

0.23 0.57 15.6,
11.6-18.2

0.01 0.71

Three	Probe	Pairs
RR	–	(median,	range)	
Breaths	per	minute

13.0,
8-21

8,
0-45

0.16 15.5,
12-19

0.08

TV	(median,	range)	
Liters	(L)

0.955,
0.44-1.92

1.9,
0.44-3.04

0.116 1.075,
0.69-1.39

0.674

MV	(median,	range)	
L/minute

15.1,
12.6-21.8

16.6,
8.9-43.1

0.24 15.1,
12.6-21.8

0.01

RR,	respiratory	rate;	TV,	tidal	volume;	MV,	minute	ventilation.

Table 4.	Blinded	electrocardiogram	interpretations

Subject ECG Before ECG After Change
1 NSR	at	86 NSR	at	74 none
2 NSR	at	95 NSR	at	74 Rate	decreased	by	21
3 NSR	at	79 NSR	at	67 Rate	decreased	by	20
4 NSR	at	90 NSR none
5 NSR	at	85 NSR	at	88 none
6 NSR	at	98 NSR	at	79 Rate	decreased	by	19
7 NSR	at	65,	LVH,	LAE Sinus	bradycardia	at	55,	LVH,	LAE Rate	decreased	by	10
8 NSR	at	81 Sinus	rhythm	at	68 Sinus	node	exit	block	and	sinus	arrhythmia
9 NSR	at	75,

non-specific	inferior	ST	abnormality
NSR	at	74,

non-specific	inferior	ST	abnormality
none

10 NSR	at	74 NSR	at	87 Non-specific	inferior	T	wave	change,	QT	interval	
increased	by	50	ms	from	394ms	to	443ms

11 NSR	at	95 NSR	at	94 none
12 NSR	at	80,	LVH NSR	at	83,	LVH none
13 NSR	at	85 NSR	at	64 Rate	decreased	by	21
14 Sinus	tachycardia	at	100,	RSR’ Sinus	tachycardia	at	102,	RSR’ none
15 NSR	88 NSR	92 none
16 NSR	71 NSR	67 none

ECG, electrocardiogram;	NSR, normal	sinus	rhythm;	LVH, left	ventricular	hypertrophy;	LAE, left	atrial	enlargement.	
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or clinically important changes in pH occurred. Small 
elevations of lactate occurred. Moderate increases in CK 
occurred at 24 hours and this seemed to be related to the 
number of simultaneous exposures. No clinically important 
or statistically significant changes in potassium occurred. 
Troponin remained within the reference range for the i-STAT 
device for the 24 hours. 

The breathing results are presented in Table 3. There 
was a trend to a decrease in minute ventilation in the subjects 
with chest or back exposures (two simultaneous exposures), 
although it did not reach statistical significance. 

The ECG results are presented in Table 4. Generally, the 
changes only reflected some increased vagal tone after the 
discharge. There were no important rhythm changes. One 
subject had non-specific inferior T wave changes. His “before” 
and “after” ECGs are in Figure 1.

The echocardiography results are presented in Table 5. Four 

of the subjects had chest-to-abdomen exposures, and two had 
thigh exposures. In four of the six subjects, the echocardiographer 
was able to determine that the rhythm during discharge was sinus. 
In two subjects, one with thigh exposures and one with chest-to-
abdomen exposures, motion artifact precluded this. One of these 
subjects (the thigh exposures) had a heart rate during the exposure 
of 79, not suggesting electrical capture. The other subject had 
a heart rate that was not a divisor of the 19 pulses per second, 
making capture less likely (4:1 capture for one device would give 
a rate of 143). The exposure locations are shown schematically in 
Figure 2. Vital signs are presented in Table 6.

DISCUSSION
The TASER Shockwave, like the TASER X26, fires two 

probes from a single cartridge. Each probe pair forms an 
electric circuit (if one probe misses the intended target, the 
device cannot discharge through that cartridge). Depending 
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Figure 1.	Electrocardiograms	(ECGs)	from	Subject	10	showing	non-specific	inferior	T	wave	changes	(before	and	after	ECGs).

Table 5.	M-mode	echocardiography	results

Subject Pre Heart Rate 
(Beats per minute)

During Heart Rate 
(Beats per minute)

Post Heart Rate 
(Beats per minute)

Sinus?

1 78 111 73 Sinus
2 71 113 63 Sinus
3 83 118 59 Sinus
4 98 143 82 Sinus
5 78 79 78 Indeterminate
6 87 158 77 Indeterminate
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on the configuration, the Shockwave can fire a large number 
of cartridges at one time, saturating an area and incapacitating 
a single moving subject or multiple subjects. Because of the 
trajectory of the fired probe pairs, it is unlikely that more than 
three electrical circuits would be completed on a single target. 
Because the electrical circuit is the same as the TASER X26, 
and this has been previously studied with single deployments, 
we elected to only study the effects of 2-3 simultaneous 
discharges. Spreads were decided by the trainers and were 
based on trajectory determined by TASER International for a 
ground-level deployed device.

There has been controversy in the lay press and medical 
literature about the use of conducted electrical weapons 
and temporally associated in-custody deaths. Amnesty 
International claims that these devices have caused more 
than 300 deaths.1 Several animal studies have shown that the 
TASER X26 can electrically capture the myocardium when 
discharged on the thorax. In Nanthakumar et al.,2 capture 
occurred in 78% of thoracic discharges. There was one 
episode of ventricular fibrillation in this study, but only after 
infusion of epinephrine. In Walter et al.,3 capture occurred 
in 100% of thoracic discharges. There was one episode of 
ventricular fibrillation in this study. 

These results have not been reproduced in human studies. 
In Ho et al.,4 37 subjects received a 15-second TASER X26 
exposure to the chest after a maximal exercise regimen. Mean 

heart rates were 86, 153, 140, and 115 pre-exercise, post-
exercise, during-TASER X26 exposure, and post-TASER 
exposure, respectively, as determined by echocardiography. 
In half of the subjects, sinus rhythm was apparent by 
echocardiography. In a second study,5 34 subjects received 
a 10-second exposure in the cardiac axis. Mean heart rates 
were 106, 123, and 94 pre-TASER X26 exposure, during 
TASER exposure, and post-TASER exposure, respectively. In 
more than half of the subjects, sinus rhythm was apparent by 
echocardiography. Neither of these studies determined there 
was any evidence of myocardial capture by echocardiography. 
In a study by Jauchem,6 the swine had respiratory arrest during 
each discharge. However, that data has also been contradicted 
by human studies.7

It would be expected that skeletal muscle activation 
would vary as a function of electrode locations and spread, 
as well as numbers of electrodes activated (i.e., two versus 
three cartridges). Any muscle groups activated by both devices 
in the two exposure group (i.e., muscles within the effective 
“capture zone” of both device electrodes) will effectively 
receive a train of stimuli at 38 pulses per second (twice the 
normal 19 pulses per second of the TASER X26); muscles 
captured by all electrode pairs for the three-exposure group 
would receive 57 pulses per second of stimulation (three times 
19 pulses per second). Maximal physiological firing rates 
of human motor neurons vary considerably dependent upon 

Figure 2.	Types	of	exposures

Table 6.	Vitals	signs	before	and	after	discharge

Subject Vital Signs Pre 
(mmHg, beats per

minute)

Vital Signs Post 
(mmHg, beats per

minute)
1 143/79,	81 198/93,	84
2 142/79,	89 133/80,	104
3 134/78,	82 137/77,	60
4 131/85,	105 157/84,	90
5 141/93,	90 141/79,	81
6 139/85,	101 151/70,	85
7 131/78,	92 154/70,	88
8 116/76,	70 155/66,	69
9 143/61,	87 131/76,	75
10 158/83,	69 133/75,	79
11 122/83,	98 154/83,	97
12 159/80,	83 147/79,	70
13 130/73,	76 117/70,	75
14 159/76,	90 126/85,	120
15 155/85,	88 157/80,	91
16 122/85,	not	recorded 157/71,	not	recorded

Multiple Simultaneous ECD Discharges Dawes et al.
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size-related properties of the neurons and the skeletal muscle 
fibers they innervate, but in general such maximal discharge 
rates are below 40 pulses per second for mixed fiber-type 
muscle groups, such as those of the torso and extremities.8 
Forces and torques elicited by electrical stimulation of human 
skeletal muscles rise considerably as a function of frequency, 
becoming well tetanized by 38 pulses per second (our two-
exposure group) with some expected additional fusion and 
peak force generation at 57 pulses per second (our three-
exposure group).9 

In our study, we found that there were small elevations 
of lactate immediately post-exposure. The subjects who had 
two devices, and therefore the larger spreads, had significantly 
larger increases in lactate compared to the subjects who 
had three devices (p<0.06). This suggests that the dominant 
factor in correlating to overall level of muscle activation with 
this marker may be related to electrode location and spread 
rather than number of devices. There was no significant, 
either statistical or clinical, change in pH. Our results were 
similar to other authors studying single-device exposures.10 
In a study by Gass et al.,11 venous lactate increased to 14.2 
mmol/L after a maximal exercise regimen on a treadmill in 
trained subjects. The changes in lactate in our study are small 
by comparison. We observed only moderate increases in CK 
at 24 hours for the majority of subjects across both exposure 
groups. A previous study by Ho et al.12 examined the CK 
changes after a 5-second TASER X26 discharge to the back 
(large spread). This study found that the mean CK value was 
elevated to a level of 242.3 U/L at 24 hours. In our current 
study, the median CK at 24 hours was somewhat higher in the 
three-exposure group compared to the two-exposure group 
(p<0.2). This may be explained by the fact that CK is a marker 
of rhabdomyolysis (muscle damage), not necessarily muscle 
mass activated, and in the three-exposure group, the pulses 
per second from the three devices (19 x 3) could be slightly 
more damaging than from the two devices (19 x 2). In a study 
by Lin et al.,13 119 healthy teenagers engaged in an exhaustive 
exertion regimen consisting of 120 push-ups in five minutes. 
CK values in these subjects ranged from 55-174,260 with a 
mean of 36, 512. Sinert et al.14 observed average CK levels of 
40,471 at admission for 35 patients with a discharge diagnosis 
of exercise-induced rhabdomyolysis in an urban tertiary care 
center study.

Prior studies on the TASER X26 showed no 
deleterious effects on breathing.7,10 In this study, there was 
a trend to a decrease in minute ventilation in the subjects 
with chest or back exposures (two devices), although it 
did not reach statistical significance. The subjects with 
three devices had lower chest to abdomen activation. 
These subjects did not show a trend to decreased minute 
ventilation. This may be because they had predominantly 
abdominal muscle activation rather than chest wall 
activation. This also clearly demonstrates that the 

diaphragm is not captured in this position. 
The only change in ECG reflected some increased vagal 

tone after the discharge. There were no important rhythm 
changes. One subject had new non-specific inferior T wave 
changes as interpreted by the blinded cardiologist. The 
significance of these changes is not clear. This subject did 
not report any cardiac complaints, and had a normal troponin 
at 24 hours. These results are consistent with those of other 
authors.15,16 The echocardiography results showed no evidence 
of capture of the myocardium. In one subject, the location 
of the exposure and the heart rate would not be suggestive 
of capture. In the other subject, the rate was not a divisor 
of the pulse rate, suggesting that there was not capture. In 
addition, although the echocardiographer reported the heart 
rate increased within the first few seconds, the rate slowed 
more gradually after the exposure to the rate of 77. It was 
not an abrupt transition. Also, the initial heart rate (87) was 
measured in the minute before the exposure, not necessarily 
immediately before the exposure. It was clear to subjects 
when the exposure was about to take place, so his immediate 
initial heart rate may have been much higher than 87. So, even 
though capture cannot be excluded with certainty, it seems 
unlikely. In any event, the rate was not concerning.

Because the Shockwave device is similar to simultaneous 
exposures from the TASER X26, this data may be 
extrapolated to multiple simultaneous X26 exposures of 
similar duration. The Shockwave device is programmed to 
deliver the exposures such that the pulses do not overlap. 
While this would not be the case for multiple, simultaneous 
X26 exposures, the low duty cycle of the device would make 
overlap unlikely. At 19 pulses per second, there is 53 msec 
between each 0.1 msec pulse.

LIMITATIONS
This study has several limitations. First, the small number 

of subjects limits the ability to draw conclusions. Second, we 
were unable to determine sinus rhythm in two of the six subjects, 
although one had a heart rate that would not be worrisome for 
cardiac capture, and the other did not have a divisor of the device 
pulse rate and capture was not likely given the observations 
of the echocardiographer. Third, the probe positioning varied 
between the two-device groups and three-device group. This 
was intentional, determined by training, to reflect expected field 
deployments, but it makes some of the comparisons, particularly 
with regard to lactate and CK, difficult. For example, while it is 
well known that a majority of human skeletal muscles usually 
comprise a relative balance of slow twitch and fast twitch fibers 
(about 40 to 70% of one type versus the other), variations do, in 
general, exist between muscles with a predominately postural 
function (tending then to have higher proportions of slow twitch 
fibers) versus those with mainly phasic activities (which tend to 
have higher percentages of fast fibers).17 Significant variations in 
skeletal muscle slow-versus-fast muscle fiber type distributions 
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between individuals can also exist, dependent upon gender, age, 
genetic, and health influences. Assuming the electrical activation 
of motor neuron axons by the relatively intense and spatially 
broad electric field discharges used in this study to be relatively 
non-selective with respect to axon size (as has been seen in some 
applications of electrical stimulation for therapeutic purposes), 
it is possible then that probe positioning and separations in 
our study could also have introduced additional variations in 
measures of muscle mass activation (lactate) and damage (CK) 
based upon underlying skeletal muscle fiber-dependent abilities 
to produce and maintain force.18 Lastly, the exposure duration 
in this study is short. The physiological changes with longer 
exposures may be different. Some changes may be expected to 
be more significant, such as with lactate and CK. Some, such 
as respiration, may actually show improvement with longer 
exposures. In prior studies, it was the experience of the authors 
that subjects often held their breath for the first 5-7 seconds due to 
a pain response and then began a more regular breathing pattern.

CONCLUSION
In our small sample size, five-second, simultaneous, 

multiple exposures to the TASER Shockwave device did 
not appear to have significant deleterious effects on human 
physiology, except for moderate increases in CK and 
elevations in lactate that are less than maximal exertion 
regimens, and possibly a trend towards decreased minute 
ventilation with large spread simultaneous exposures. Our 
study suggests that this device may have a reasonable risk/
benefit ratio when used to protect an area from a threat. We 
recommend further study in this area to validate our results. 
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